Quantum chemical and molecular mechanics studies on the binding of stereoisomers of the oligopeptide antibiotics amidinomycin and noformycin to the minor groove of B-DNA.
Ab initio calculations (Hartree-Fock) using the 6-31G basis set have been performed on two chiral oligopeptide antitumor antibiotics amidinomycin 5 and noformycin 6. The latter are DNA minor groove binding agents related to the A.T recognizing netropsin 4 and distamycin 3 but, unlike the latter, bear stereocenters (two for 5 and one for 6) that may be expected to affect binding to the B-DNA receptor. Geometry optimized conformations, energies and distribution of electrostatic charges within the molecules were derived. The rotational barrier for bond C3-C6 in 6 was calculated to be ca. 6 kcal.mole-1 and the dipole moment for 6 was 7.69D and for 5 was 5.58D. The ab initio derived parameters of the geometry optimized conformations of the different possible stereoisomeric forms of 5 and 6 were used to interpret their different interactions with the minor groove of DNA at both A.T and G.C sequences and the results were compared with molecular mechanics calculations. The order of binding of the four stereoisomers of 5 at the preferred (A.T)n sequences by both ab initio and molecular mechanics calculations is 1S,3R > RR > RS > SS. The predicted energy differences for complexation with DNA of the other stereoisomers from that of 1S,3R are: RR (4.2%); RS (6.7%) and SS (21.5%). In the case of noformycin the 4R structure binds more effectively than the enantiomer. Considerations of phasing in the computed distances between hydrogen bond donating sites in the DNA-bound antibiotics provide further insight into the binding processes. In the complexes of noformycin 6 the N-N1-N4 and N1-N5 distances (9.05 and 9.15 A respectively for 4R-6 and 9.23 and 9.26 A respectively for 4S-6) are close to the optimum value of 9.1 A for effective binding. In the case of amidinomycin 5 the best agreement with the optimum value occurs with the strongest binding diastereomer 1S,3R (N1-N3 = 8.91, N1-N4 = 9.41 A). The unexpected result, consistent in both ab initio and molecular mechanics treatments, is that, in contrast to the cases of kikumycin 1 and anthelvencin 2, the natural 3S configuration of 5 and 4S of 6 do not confer maximal binding efficiency. This suggests that biogenetic factors in the generation of the oligopeptide antibiotics lead to maximum DNA binding in the cases of kikumycin and anthelvencin but not in the cases of amidinomycin and noformycin.